Abstract. This article introduces an application of Ghrist barcodes in the study of persistent Betti numbers derived from vortex nerve complexes found in triangulations of video frames. A Ghrist barcode is a topology of data pictograph useful in representing the persistence of the features of changing shapes. The basic approach is to introduce a free Abelian group representation of intersecting filled polygons on the barycenters of the triangles of Alexandroff nerves. An Alexandroff nerve is a maximal collection of triangles of a common vertex in the triangulation of a finite, bounded planar region. In our case, the planar region is a video frame. A Betti number is a count of the number of generators in a finite Abelian group. The focus here is on the persistent Betti numbers across sequences of triangulated video frames. Each Betti number is mapped to an entry in a Ghrist barcode. Two main results are given, namely, vortex nerves are Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve complexes and the Betti number of a vortex nerve equals k + 2 for a vortex nerve containing k edges attached between a pair of vortex cycles in the nerve.
Introduction
This paper introduces an application of Ghrist barcodes in classifying and identifying persistent video frame shapes. This approach to video frame shape detection and analysis provides a foundation for machine learning in the study of persistent video frame shapes and a vidoe-shrinking approach to solving the big data problem relative to videos containing thousands of redundant frames.
A Ghrist barcode is a topology-of-data pictograph that represents that appearance and disappearance of consecutive sequences of video frames having a particular feature value [8] , [9, §5.13, pp. 104-106] . In this paper, the Betti number of a triangulated video frame vortex nerve is represented by consecutive sequences of frames with holes (gaps) between them. A vortex nerve is a collection of nesting, possibly overlapping filled vortexes attached to each other and have nonempty intersection [1, 16, 14, 13, 12] . A filled vortex has a boundary that is a simple closed curve and a nonempty interior.
Each of the vertices on the edges of a vortex nerve is a barycenter (intersection of triangle median lines) in a triangle in an Alexandroff nerve, introduced by P. Alexandroff [Aleksandrov] [3, §31, p. 39], [2] and elaborated in [5, Vol. 3, p. 67] , [4, §2.11, pp. 160-161] . Briefly, an Alexandroff nerve is a collection of triangles with a common vertex. Each vortex in a nerve has a corresponding cyclic group with a generating element and a Betti number equal to 1. The Betti number of a vortex nerve is a count of the number of generating elements in the nerve. A Ghrist barcode that records the multiple occurences of video frames containing a vortex nerve with Betti number equal to 8 is shown in Fig. 1 . Each row of the video Ghrist barcode in Fig. 1 represents a sequence of frames containing vortex nerves with the same Betti number.
Vortex nerves in triangulated video frames are of important in this work, since the edges and interior each vortex nerve reveal paths of reflected light between video frame dark regions (image holes). Because of their very simple structure, it is a straightforward task to compute the Betti number of a vortex nerve and equally straightforward task to derive a Betti-number based barcode for each triangulated video. For a particular Betti number, it is common to find sequences of video frames separated by gaps (frames with a different Betti number) in an entire video.
This observation leads to the production of focused (reduced) videos containing only video frames with a particular video number. Here, the basic approach, inspired by B. Le, H. Nguyen and D. Tran [11] , is to shrink a video so that only frames with a recurrent vortex nerve Betti number of interest are retained in a video. Video shrinking (i.e., video frame elimination) is achieved by deleting those frames represented by gaps between occurrences of frames that yield consecutive sequences of a particular vortex nerve Betti number.
The end result of this approach is easy as well quick access to triangulated video frames that represent a particular Betti number. The beneficial side-effect of reduced videos is the focus on the minute changes in persistent surface shapes recorded in sequences of frames with a single Betti number orientation.
Preliminaries
This section briefly introduces the methods used to derive vortex nerves and their Betti numbers as well as the method used to construct the Ghrist barcode for a video. The sample barcode in Fig. 1 is the result of the following steps leading from the detection of a vortex nerve in each triangulated video frame to the Betti number representing the video frame, i.e.,
Steps leading to a Ghrist barcode entry for video frame Betti number:
Step 1 Select a video v, a sequence of frames f r [1] , . . . , f r[i], . . . , f r[n].
Step 2 Select i th frame f r[i] in video v.
Step 3 Frame f r[i] frame maps to a set of centroids S on image holes (black regions in a binary image).
Step 4 Frame Centroids S map to a set of nonoverlapping triangles {△}.
Step 5 Triangles {△} map to a set of barycenters B. Step 6 Barycenters B map to a vortex nerve sk cyclic NrvE .
Step The mappings in steps 3 to 7 are shown in Fig. 2 . Each mapping in these steps establishes a correspondence between an object such as the set of centroids S Example 1. Mapping of a Frame Betti number to a Video Ghrist Barcode Entry. An illustration of the steps leading to a video Ghrist barcode entry is partially represented in Fig. 1 . In this case, a vortex nerve with Betti number equal to 8 is derived from a sample video frame. In Fig. 1 , the barycenters of the triangles on the sample video frame are mapped to a vortex nerve (step 6) sk cyclic NrvE . The Betti number of the nerve sk cyclic NrvE is mapped to a tiny bar entry in a row of the Ghrist barcode (step 8).
Holes, geometric centroids, triangulation, barycenters and vortexes.
A hole is a surface retion that absorbs light. In terms of optical sensors that record the intensity and colour of light reflected from visual scene surfaces, near zero intensities correspond to dark (hole) surface regions. In the morphology of binary images, each centroid is the center of mass of a dark image region that corresponds to a visual scene surface hole. Let X be a set of points in an n-sided filled polygonal 2D region (called a homogeneous plate) containing vertices with coordinates (x i , y i ) , i = 1, . . . , n in the Euclidean plane. Then, for example, the coordinates x c , y c of the geometric centroid in a 2D homogeneous plate are
For more centroids, see M. Berger [6, §3.4.2, pp. 76-77].
Algorithm 1: Filled Delaunay Triangle Construction Input : Set of centroids S on the holes (dark regions) on video frame Output: Delaunay Triangle Construction 1 Let p be a centroid in S; 2 Triangle Vertexes Selection Step; Select centroids q, r ∈ S nearest p ∈ S; 3 Draw edge > pq on a closed half plane π pq that covers r ∈ S; 4 Draw edge > pr on a closed half plane π pr that covers q ∈ S; 5 Draw edge > qr on a closed half plane π qr that covers p ∈ S; 6 Edges on triangle △(pqr) are on intersecting half planes covering △(pqr); 7 /* △(pqr) is a filled Delaunay triangle */ ;
A centroid is also called a seed point, which is used as a vertex in the triangulation of a digital image. By selecting a set of seed points that are image centroids, it is then possible to construct a collection of what are known as Delaunay triangles on the image. Let p, q, r be three neighbouring image centroids is a set of seed points S and let π pq , π pr , π qr be three half planes. Then Alg. 1 is used to construct a filled Delaunay triangle. The important thing to notice here is that an image barycenter on a centroidal triangle is in an image region between the dark regions (holes) in a visual scene. In other words, the barycenter of a centroidal triangle like △(pqr) in Fig. 3 originates from a surface shape that reflects or refracts light bombarding the surface. The next step is to select an Alexandroff nerve NrvE (i.e., collection of triangles with a common vertex). Next, locate the barycenters of the triangles in NrvE. Then draw edges of half planes between neighbouring barycenters on nerve NrvE. Each barycentric half plane covers the nucleus (common vertex) of NrvE. The end result is a filled vortex cycle E (denoted by sk cyclic E) that captures the reflected light from visual scene surface shapes. Every vortex cycle has a generator a (denoted by a ), where a is the vertex of an edge in the path between vertex a and any other vertex in the cycle. A simplifying assumption made here is that every sequence of edges is a multiple of the edge that begins with vertex a. For more about generators, see Section 2.2. 
Construction of a Barycentric Vortex Nerve:
For the triangles bordering an Alexandroff nerve NrvE, construct a filled vortex cycle sk cyclic E ′ on the barycenters of the triangles. Each edge of sk cyclic E ′ is on a half plane that covers the common vertex of the Alexandroff nerve NrvE. For each video frame, it is possible to extend outward from a barycentric Alexandroff vortex cycle to form multiple nesting filled vortex cycles, one inside the other. In that case, the collection of vortex cycles form a large vortex nerve. Theorem 1. A collection of nesting, overlapping filled vortex cycles on a triangulated video frame is an Edelsbrunner-Harer nerve complex.
Proof. Let sk cyclic NrvE be a collection of nesting, overlapping filled vortex cycles on a video frame. From Lemma 1, we have sk cyclic NrvE = sk cyclic E ∈ sk cyclic NrvE :
Hence, sk cyclic NrvE is a nerve complex. 
Cyclic groups representing video frame vortex nerves.
Let skE be a filled vortex (i.e., also called a skeleton) on a triangulated video frame. The vertices in vortex skE are path-connected. This means that there is path between every pair of vertices in skE. In addition, each skE is bi-directional in a vortex nerve. So, for example, if vertices p, q are on skE, a movement (traversal) from p to q is represented by p + q and a reverse traversal is represented by −q + p.
The + between path edges reads attach to. No movement is represented by p+(−p) = 0p. In effect, every member p in skE has an inverse −p and 0p represents an identity element in an algebraic group view of skE. Notice that + operation is Abelian. To see this, do addition modulo 2 on the coefficients in a movement from p to q, e.g., p + q −→ 1 + 1mod2 = 0, and
For such a group, we write (skE, +) (called a cyclic Abelian group). A generator of skeleton skE (denoted by a ) of such a group is a minimum length edge with a distinguished, starting vertex a ∈ skE. Let V be an ordered set of k path-connected vertices in vortex skE, namely, An edge attached between the inner and outer vortexes in a vortex nerve is called a filament, which has a cyclic group representation. Let e be a filament (denoted by file) between a pair of vortexes. A filament is bi-directional, i.e., a filament can be traversed in either the forward (+e) or reverse direction (-e) relative to a starting vertex on the filament. Hence, a filment is its own inverse and we write no traversal of filament e e + (−e) = e − e = 0.
Notice that traversal of file k times is the same as traversing filament e one time. Hence, filament e is an identity element e + · · · + e = e + e = e.
Obviously, the traversal operation + is Abelian, e+e ′ = e ′ +e. Consequently, a filament with the binary operation + is an Abelian group, represented by (filament e, +). Every filament is its own generator. A filament Abelian group is also written as ( e , +). Notice that a vortex nerve is a collection vortexes that are attached to each other. This means that every pair of vertices in a vortex nerve is path-connected. Also notice that each skeletal vortex in a vortex nerve is represented by a cyclic Abelian group with its own generator. In effect, every vortex nerve has a free Abelian group representation. A free abelian group is an Abelian group with multiple generators, i.e., every element of the group can be written as i g i a for generators
A Betti number is a count of the number of generators (rank) in a free Abelian group [10, p. 151] . This observation coupled with what we know about the cyclic Abelian group representation of each skeletal vortex and of each bi-directional sequence of edges attached between the vortexes, leads to the following result.
Theorem 2.
[15, §4.13, p. 263]. Let B(sk cyclic NrvE) be the Betti number of sk cyclic NrvE. A free Abelian group representation of sk cyclic NrvE includes k generators of cusp filament cyclic groups and two generators of the pair of the pair of cyclic groups representing the nesting, non-concentric nerve vortexes. Hence, B(sk cyclic NrvE) = k + 2.
Example 7. A sample optical vortex nerve on the triangles of an Alexandroff nerve on a triangulated video frame, is shown in Fig. 7 . Briefly, notice that there is a pair of nesting, non-concentric vortexes with 9 attached between inner and outer vortex vertexes, each with its own generator. Hence, from Theorem 2, the Betti number equals 2 + 10 = 12 for this sample nerve.
Maximal Nerve Complexes (MNCs).
Of particular interest among all of the possible Alexandroff nerves on a triangulated video frame are those nerves that have a maximal number of triangles attached to a particular vertex. In a triangulation of frame centroids, a maximal nerve complex (MNC) has the highest number of centroids surrounding the common centroid at its center. Each of the MNC vertexes is a centroid of an image dark region (hole). For this reason, an MNC has the highest number of dark regions (holes) in the triangulation of video frame centroids. Also, the barycenters of the triangles on an MNC are between image holes, since each barycenter is in that part of a triangle between the centroids on frame dark regions. Hence, connected barycenters model paths for light from either reflected or refracted light from visual scene surface shapes recorded in a video frame. That is, the edge between a pair of barycenters stretches across a visual scene surface where there is reflected or refracted light. Consequently, with a vortex nerve on an MNC, we will find the highest concentration of contrasting light and dark regions in an image. It is well-known that a concentration of surface holes defines a surface shape. In other words, a surface shape represented by an MNC will have the highest definition, i.e., highest concentration of holes pinpointed by their centroids.
Example 8. Sample Video Frame MNC.
A sample video frame MNC is shown the majenta-coloured region in Fig. 7 .
Betti Number-Based Video Barcode
A Betti number-based video barcode is a pictograph that records one or more occurrences of Betti numbers derived from vortex nerves across sequences of triangulated frames. In our case, a frame Betti number tells us the number of generators in the frame vortex nerve. A repetition of the same Betti number across a sequence of consecutive frames tells us that there is a similar shape outlined by a vortex nerve that recurs on the frames.
In the video barcode introduced in the paper, there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between a frame number and a Betti number. There can be more than one vortex nerve on a frame. Hence, a frame with more than one Betti number will result in the more than one bar in the same column of the video barcode. The steps to construct a video barcode are given in Alg. 2.
Example 9. Sample Video Barcodes. Sample video barcodes are given in Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 . A persistent video frame Betti number is represented by a row of contiguous bars.
The gaps between the sequences of contiguous bars are important. Since each column in a video barcode corresponds to a video frame, a barcode row containing a sequence of contiguous bars corresponds to sequence of video frames that we can identify. As a result, each row containing persistent Betti numbers leads to the production of a new video in which only frames containing vortex nerves with similar shapes appear in the video. Each row video containing a persistent surface shape A pair of vortex nerves sk cyclic NrvE, sk cyclic NrvE ′ are descriptively close, provided the vortex nerves have the same description, i.e., a feature vector Φ(sk cyclic NrvE) that describes sk cyclic NrvE will match the feature vector Φ(sk cyclic NrvE ′ ). This is leads to the following observation.
Observation 3. A Betti number-based video barcode row with a persistent Betti number across the video frames implies the presence of descriptively close vortex nerves on the frames. Fig.9 shows the results of the time complexity analysis for the algorithm. In order to calculate the theoretical time complexity several assumptions were made. The time taken for built-in functions were not considered; for example time taken to import the video frame, save the triangulated frames, initializing variables, inner working of loops etc. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division were taken as 4 different calculations.Furthermore, allocation of values and array search function were considered to be one calculation.
Time complexity Analysis
The theoretically obtained time complexity in terms of big O notation was mn 2 where m is the number of MNCs and n is the number of centroids.
In order to obtain the actual time complexity plot, randomly generated points were used. This ensures that the generated points are not based on a particular image and will give more generic results. To plot the two graphs in the same plot, a scaling factor k was calculated. So the final theoretical graph shown in Fig.9 is in the form of kmn 2 . The value of k was experimentally found to be 1.0526e −4 s. The theoretical graph is shown in green dotted line. The actual time complexity is shown using the blue solid line. The number of MNCs that were generated are shown by the gray stem plot. The red dotted line shows the kn 2 graph where the MNC number was not considered. It is evident from the plots that both number of centroids and the number of MNCs affects the time complexity of the algorithm. Furthermore, the kmn 2 graph follows the real time complexity graph very closely. 
Conclusion
A video, Betti nuumber-based form of Ghrist barcode has been introduced in this paper. This form of Ghrist barcode is useful in tracking the persistence of surface shapes recorded sequences of video frames.
